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ABSTRACT

Speculation about the potential of developing new fluid sampling methods with probe-type formation testers has existed since the introduction of formation pressure testing to the drilling environment in 2002. Extending the existing wireline technology requires a new pumping system capable of removing invasion fluids and then filling single-phase sample chambers. Several technology advances are necessary before this is commercially possible. Although wireline pumpout tools may require hours to retrieve representative fluid samples, spending hours obtaining samples in the drilling environment may not be considered a practical alternative. The objective of this paper is to quantify the viability of sampling in the drilling environment by way of numerical simulations. The study considers the dynamic nature of invasion while drilling when using both new and conventional probe configurations to retrieve fluid samples.

Previous studies assumed a time-constant rate of invasion that was close to that of the final stages of invasion. Furthermore, most simulations of wireline formation-tester measurements assumed that invasion ended at the time when fluid pumpout began. Both of these assumptions are optimistic for a drilling tool. To more realistically simulate the invasion during drilling, a mudcake model is used that continues to grow in thickness and sealing effectiveness during invasion and throughout the sampling process. With this mudcake model there are higher rates of invasion soon after drilling. Simulation results focus on scenarios in which water-base mud (WBM) and oil-base mud (OBM) invade an oil-bearing zone. Also studied are the accuracy of functions used to estimate contamination in an OBM environment. The base model consists of a typical probe-type tool in a vertical well wherein fluid samples are retrieved using a time-constant flow rate. Invasion time is varied from 1 to 48 hours to compare drilling and wireline sampling tools. This study quantifies mudcake sealing effectiveness, as well as the effect of borehole deviation. Oval (elongated) and focusing guard-style probes are compared to standard probe configurations in various petrophysical rock types.

Simulations of fluid cleanup times for a variety of rock types and wellbore deviation angles indicate that the oval focused probe retrieves the cleanest fluid sample in the least amount of time.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been realized that sampling fluids and measuring pressures in porous rock formations early in the life of a well provides valuable information about the capability of the formation to produce oil and/or gas. Therefore, there is a significant demand for a new generation of formation-testers that can reduce both time of sampling and rig time. Moreover, formation testers are required to secure representative downhole fluid samples, even in complex situations when filtrate is miscible with in-situ reservoir fluid. The industry has introduced optical fluid identification modules for real-time monitoring (Mullins and Schroer, 2000), focused sampling probes (Sherwood, 2005) and, quite recently, the oval pad tester (El Zefzaf et al., 2006). Nonetheless, one of the most important issues with wireline formation sampling remains acquiring clean reservoir fluid samples with a minimum of mud-filtrate contamination as early as possible in the life of the well.

Although wireline testers are mature technology, new while-drilling formation-testers are emerging, but are currently only designed to measure reservoir pressure (Proett et al., 2003). Even though sampling-while-drilling could be implemented in practice, it is not clear to what extent and how comparable fluid samples would be relative to those acquired with wireline formation testers. Similarly, it is not clear what type of formation-tester probe should be used to ensure
minimally contaminated measurements for a specific tool/formation configuration.

Although the effectiveness of fluid sampling in the drilling environment can be simulated, it is important to consider how invasion occurs while drilling. It is, therefore, pertinent to consider current techniques used for simulation of mud-filtrate invasion.
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**Fig. 1:** Simulation of sealing and leaky mud-filtrate invasion. Flow rate and mudcake thickness vary with time. Filtrate loss is negligible at late times and mudcake thickness becomes constant. Although leaky mudcake builds up faster, it entails more filtrate loss than sealing mudcake.

Previously, simulations of fluid cleanup were initialized with a known volume of mud-filtrate invasion (Malik et al., 2009). Other works simulated mud-filtrate invasion before the onset of fluid pumpout, but then the invasion rate was stopped after pumpout began (Alpak et al., 2008; Angeles et al., 2009). Both methods are optimistic when analyzing logging-while-drilling (LWD) measurements, given that the mudcake is not fully formed at these early stages of drilling and mud-filtrate invasion continues regardless of the formation test.

The central objective of this paper is to compare while-drilling and wireline testers to quantify their effectiveness under different fluid conditions, various petrophysical rock types, and different wellbore deviation angles. These comparisons include the simulation results of recently introduced formation-tester probe geometry that is intended to achieve faster cleanup times with lower pressure drops imposed on the formation.

To explicitly incorporate the effects of mud-filtrate invasion before and during formation testing, a 3D multi-phase, multi-component reservoir simulator is used that considers gravity and capillary pressure. Mud-filtrate invasion is simulated using a modification of the method proposed by Wu et al. (2004). Subsequently, the effects of various contamination functions are investigated to evaluate the assessment of fluid sample quality with time of sampling.

It is also necessary to elaborate on the definition of contamination, which is critical when filtrate is miscible with reservoir fluid. Previous studies proposed to measure gas-oil ratio (GOR) to distinguish the level of contamination of a fluid sample (Alpak et al., 2008). This study indicates considerable differences in the assessment of cleanup time when other types of physical measurements are used to estimate levels of fluid contamination (e.g., viscosity and density of mud filtrate). These methods are evaluated to assess contamination against simulations in which contamination is known a priori. In addition, numerical simulations consider the effect of borehole deviation on the performance of various probe configurations.

**NUMERICAL SIMULATION**

The cases described in this paper use a multi-phase, multi-component reservoir simulator supported by CMG. However, the same method can be applied to other numerical reservoir simulators. In the case of WBM filtrate invasion, simulations are performed with a black-oil reservoir method. In this model, capillary pressure, relative permeability, and other rock-fluid properties, which depend on fluid saturation, are included in the simulations, and the model accounts for the effect of gravity. For simplicity, there is no difference between imbibition and drainage capillary pressure and relative permeability curves during the process of mud invasion and the pumpout sampling stage. A compositional Equation-Of-State (EOS)

---

1 CMG: Computer Modeling Group Ltd.
simulator is used for OBM filtrate invasion and sampling. To make these simulations more accurate, particularly for the FTWD, mud invasion must continue during the drawdown or pumpout stages of the simulation. However, mud invasion is prevented from flowing in a selected area of the probe defined as where the probe creates a seal against the wellbore. Mud invasion continues until the end of the buildup test. However, the invasion rate can vary throughout the entire process and depends on the dynamic filtration mudcake model described in the next section. As shown in Fig. 1, most filtrate loss typically occurs soon after drilling through the rock and is frequently referred to as the spurt or surge loss.

The wellbore boundary is defined by a fine mesh of square grid blocks in the simulation model. Grid blocks adjacent to the wellbore use no flow boundary condition; however, mud invasion is simulated by including injection point sources on the grid blocks surrounding wellbore. This strategy also enables the simulation of invasion-sampling test cases in deviated and horizontal wells.

The type of probe used and its overall dimensions determine how the fundamental base grid blocks are defined. Matching the probe to the simulation grid is a critical step in the modeling because modeling errors can occur in this region as a result of high pressure and fluid-concentration gradients. The goal is to size the grid blocks so that the number and size of grid blocks result in convergence of the solution. Ideally, when a grid is refined and the solution converges, small variations in the gridding will not affect the result of numerical simulation. Fig. 2 shows the numerical study for the oval and oval focused probe. Grid refinement continues until the effect of numerical error attributable to discretization is minimized.

**DYNAMIC MUDCAKE MODELING**

The process of modeling dynamic mud-filtrate invasion was first described by Chin (1995), and later used by Wu et al. (2004) to numerically simulate mud-filtrate invasion in deviated wells. This mudcake model was originally developed from first principles by considering the filtration of a fluid suspension of solid particles by a porous but rigid mudcake. It can also be shown that this fundamental model couples mudcake growth to mudcake properties, formation properties as well as dynamic conditions in annular pressure. A simplified form of the mudcake growth model is given by

\[
x_{mc}(t) = \frac{1}{2.54} \sqrt{\frac{2t\Delta P\lambda k_{mc}}{14,696 \mu_m}},
\]

where \(x_{mc}\) is mudcake thickness (in.), \(t\) is time of invasion (sec), \(k_{mc}\) is mudcake permeability (mD), \(\Delta P\) is pressure drop across the mudcake (psi), \(\mu_m\) is mud viscosity (cp), and \(\lambda\) is growth factor. As shown in Eq. 1, mudcake thickness depends on the pressure drop across the sandface, and pressure drop depends on the flow rate of mud invasion, which is a function of mud thickness. Flow rate of mud invasion is obtained from

\[
q(t) = \frac{2.54k_{mc}\Delta P}{14,696 \mu_m x_{mc}(t)},
\]

where \(q(t)\) is mud invasion flow rate (cm³/sec/cm²). The filtrate viscosity, mudcake permeability, and growth
factor are assumed to remain constant during the invasion process. Flow rate and growth thickness of mudcake are determined in an iterative loop combined with the CMG simulator. Another significant difference in this work is that mud-filtrate invasion continues during the pumping or sampling phase. For this reason, samples will never reach 0% contamination, as is the case in practical conditions.

In the simulation of WBM and OBM filtrate invasion, both drilling fluids have the same radial length of invasion, time of invasion, and flow rate of invasion. Simulations indicate that, as a result of capillary effect, WBM spreads more than OBM in the radial distance, and that OBM results in more a piston-like radial front of invasion.

**TABLE 1:** Summary of assumed mudcake properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Thickness</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbalance Pressure</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtrate Viscosity</td>
<td>cp</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudcake perm.</td>
<td>mD</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth Factor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sealing mudcake, **Leaky mudcake

**TABLE 2:** Summary of petrophysical properties assumed for different rock types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Type</th>
<th>$k$ (mD)</th>
<th>Anisotropy</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>$S_{\text{avir}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 shows the calculated flow rate and thickness of the mudcake. The result is in agreement with the experiment that Fisk and Jamison (1989) report in their work. The amount of filtrate loss varies with borehole deviation angle. An increase in wellbore deviation angle increases the volume of mud invasion. Combining the dynamic mudcake modeling directly in the simulation, makes it possible to model the difference between while-drilling and wireline formation-testers. Results would be optimistic if the mud invasion flow rate were considered to be time-constant throughout the simulation, or if the mud-filtrate invasion were stopped during the pumpout test. **Table 1** summarizes the properties of the sealing and leaky mudcake used in this paper.

The filtrate loss also depends on the rock type and varies with the permeability and porosity of the reservoir. In turn, the radius of mud invasion also depends on changes in the permeability and porosity of the rock.

![Relative Permeability](image1)

**Fig. 3:** Saturation-dependent, relative permeability, and capillary pressure for four synthetic oil-wet rock types ($k_o$ and $k_w$ are oil and water relative permeability, respectively). As permeability and porosity decrease, relative permeability to oil decreases and capillary pressure increases.

**VALIDATION**

Fig. 2 shows results from grid refinement studies for the model of oval and oval focused probe. For single and focused-sampling probes, the grid mapping used closely matches that used by Angeles et al. (2009). This has the advantage of using an established grid in which validations for the numerical discretization and convergence have been established. For the new oval and oval focused probes, the size of grid blocks must conform to the size of the probe geometry, making it necessary to validate the new gridding strategy. As a result, a base-case model was defined with 317,580 finite-difference grids that constrained the maximum
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error bounds to less than 0.05% for the simulated fractional flow rate and pressure.

**PETROPHYSICAL ASSUMPTION**

In this paper, the base-case model is assumed to be an anisotropic homogenous reservoir. The same capillary pressure and relative permeability curves are used for drainage and imbibition. This simplification was made because previous work showed that such an assumption normally causes very small differences in the simulated pumpout times. Table 2 summarizes the rock properties, and Fig. 3 shows the relative permeability and capillary pressure curves used in the simulations. Rock Type 3, in Table 2, is the base-case model. The synthetic rock types include a wide range of petrophysical properties of reservoirs and are used to evaluate the cleanup time in each case of wireline and while-drilling formation-testers.

**TYPES OF FORMATION-TESTER PROBE**

Four types of probes are used in the analysis, including a single probe or conventional probe, an oval pad or elongated oval shape probe, a focused sampling probe, and an oval focused probe. Fig. 5 shows the configuration of the last two probes in the simulation.

The focused sampling probe and the oval focused probe include two types of probes or flow areas: the sample probe and a guard ring that surrounds the inner sample probe. Although a sample probe acquires the fluid sample, a guard ring withdraws the contamination surrounding the probe.
In the WBM case, a black-oil reservoir simulator is used with the mud-filtrate invasion time varying from 1 to 48 hr, which includes the framework ranging from while-drilling to wireline formation-testers. Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the reservoir and fluid properties used. When pumpout starts, fluid from the reservoir begins to flow into the probe, and mud invasion continues into the formation except for the sealing area of the probes. The cleanup time is calculated from the beginning of the pumpout. Fractional flow of water to oil entering the probe represents the contamination function for WBM. Two cleanup times are recorded when the contamination level reached 5% and 10% respectively (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 4 shows the difference between constant-rate mud-filtrate invasion and dynamic mud-filtrate invasion for the four types of probes. For the constant-rate mud invasion case, the rate is determined by averaging the rates for the dynamic mud-filtrate during the mud invasion period. When comparing the same probe design, the difference between the time-constant invasion rate case and dynamic invasion case is negligible at long invasion times (i.e., greater than 24 hours). Such a situation arises because mudcake is completely formed for the dynamic case and the total filtrate loss is similar to the constant invasion case. These simulation results are obtained using the sealing mudcake properties; results will vary with the mudcake properties used.

**TABLE 3:** Summary of assumed reservoir properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wellbore Radius</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Radius</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>160.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir Thickness</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Compressibility</td>
<td>1/psi</td>
<td>3.0e-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4:** Summary of assumed fluid properties for the WBM case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil Density</td>
<td>lbm/ft³</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Density</td>
<td>lbm/ft³</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Compressibility</td>
<td>1/psi</td>
<td>3.0e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Compressibility</td>
<td>1/psi</td>
<td>2.5e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Viscosity</td>
<td>cp</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Viscosity</td>
<td>cp</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Bubble Point Press.</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROBE COMPARISON**

When comparing probe types, it is necessary to use a flow rate that is realistic in practical field conditions. The pumpout flow rate of each probe type depends upon several factors:

- Probe geometry,
- Available pumping capacity (i.e., pressure vs. rate),
Reservoir and fluid properties, particularly when it is necessary to maintain the pressure drop to maintain single-phase flow when sampling.

Fig. 7: Idealized pump performance curve and comparison between single and oval probe performance for the base-case model with a 100 mD/cp formation. Drawdown flow rate of probes and the resulting pressure drop should both be chosen below the pump curve to consider the operational safety margin for the pump.

For the pumping capacity, the idealized linear pumping curve shown in Fig. 7 was considered. Because the pump must first overcome the overbalance before it can move reservoir fluid, the pump capacity is reduced, as shown in Fig. 7. Then the probe geometry, rock type, and fluid properties can be used to generate an idealized linear curve for each probe, similar to that shown in Fig. 7 for the single probe and oval probe (El Zefzaf et al., 2006). Therefore, it is possible to pump at a rate below and up to where the probe curve intersects the pump curve. Because the focused sampling probe and single probe have an equivalent shape and flow area, their pumpout flow rates and pressures are nearly the same. However, as a result of the larger opening of the oval and focused oval probes, they enable greater flow rates than a simple probe at lower pressure differentials in the same conditions (i.e., same pump, rock, and fluid types). While in practical field conditions, these curves may not be linear and can shift during pumpout when fluid fractions change, the relative flow rate differences between the two probe types remain the same.

Fig. 7 shows that for the oval probe, a rate of up to 38 cc/sec is possible. However, to maintain control during pumping, a lower rate is used to remain within the operating margins of the pump. In the base case simulations, a rate of 30 cc/sec is chosen for the oval and focused oval probes. For the single and focused probes to maintain the same differential pressure during pumpout, a rate of 10 cc/sec is used. This normalizes the flow rates for each probe such that the pressure drop would be nearly the same during pumpout for all probe types.

The pumpout flow rate of the focused probe and the oval focused probe are divided into two flow rates: one for the sample probe and one for the guard ring. The respective flow rate of the sample probe to the guard ring can be determined by observing the ratio of the rates between the sample and guard ring, which maintains approximately the sample pressure drop for both regions. As a result, the guard rings have a faster flow rate than the sample inner probes. To keep the relative flow rates normalized between the different probe types, the total flow rate for the focusing probes is equal to the rates used for the unfocused versions.

Table 5 shows the pumpout flow rate for each probe in the base-case model reservoir. Although the drawdown flow rate of the probes changes across the various rock types, the same analysis is applied to obtain the pumpout flow rates for each probe.

**TABLE 5: Pumpout flow rate of different probes in base-case model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe Type</th>
<th>Pumpout flow rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single probe</td>
<td>10.0 (cc/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval probe</td>
<td>30.0 (cc/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused sampling probe</td>
<td>2.5 (cc/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5 (cc/sec) Guard ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval focused probe</td>
<td>15 (cc/sec) Sample probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (cc/sec) Guard ring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 indicates the pressure drop of the oval focused probe and focused sampling probe by deviation angles. The use of the oval type probe decreases the pressure drop, especially in highly deviated and horizontal wells.
Fig. 8: Pressure drop for (a) oval focused probe and (b) focused sampling probe. The pumpout test begins and the transient pressure drop is recorded after 1 day of mud-filtrate invasion. Increasing the wellbore deviation angle increases the pressure drop during drawdown for each type of probe.

Fig. 9: Pumpout time for cleanup in WBM invasion and type of probe in base-case model (OFP: oval focused probe, FP: focused sampling probe, OP: oval probe, SP: single probe). The time in which each probe reaches to 10 % of contamination is measured. While-drilling formation-testers works in low invasion time, and wireline formation-testers work in large invasion time. The pumpout time required to obtain a clean sample for wireline formation-testers is larger than while-drilling formation-testers.
The pumpout time required to reach 10% contamination is used to compare the probes in Fig. 9. The four plots show simulations in a vertical well, a 30 degree deviated well, a 60 degree deviated well, and a horizontal well. As shown, increasing the deviation angle increases the pumpout time for all probe types. Each plot also shows that increasing the invasion time increases the pumpout time. This observation indicates that while-drilling formation-testers can obtain a 10% contaminated sample much faster than a wireline tool. Another important observation for wireline formation-testers is that they are more affected by the deviation of the wellbore than while-drilling formation-testers, which work within shorter invasion times. Fig. 9 also illustrates that the probes are consistently ordered in pumpout time from the single, oval, focused, and the oval focused probe which has the shortest pumpout time. Furthermore, this order is maintained in all base case simulations when the invasion time and wellbore deviation are varied.

**Fig. 10**: Oil flux magnitude at the probe during fluid pumpout. Horizontal slices at the borehole illustrate the difference between oil-flux magnitude for both the focused and the oval focused sampling probe.

**Fig. 11**: Comparison of probe locations along the perimeter of a horizontal wellbore. When the probe is located on the side of the well (90 degree orientation from top of the wellbore), cleanup time is faster for short invasion times than when the probe is located at the top of the wellbore (upward position). For the case of pressure drop, there is a lower pressure drop during fluid pumpout when the probe is located to the side of the well. Simulation results were obtained for the base-case model and rock type no. 3, assuming a horizontal/vertical permeability ratio of 10:1.

Probe orientation becomes more critical in the case of low invasion times encountered with while-drilling formation-testers than in the case of wireline testers. For longer invasion times, the difference in pumpout time with the various probe orientations is not as large. Fig. 11 also illustrates that when the probe faces the gravity effect, it is reasonable to assume that orienting the probe on the top sides of the borehole in deviated wells would reduce pumping time. Gravity tends to drain the invading fluid from the top side of the wellbore and decrease the volume of contamination to be removed (Angeles et al., 2009). However, the studies described in this paper indicate that, in the case of a horizontal well and in the presence of anisotropy, (i.e., when horizontal permeability is higher than vertical permeability), the probe should face the upper side of the wellbore (i.e., 90 degree rotation from the top of the wellbore; see Fig. 11).
side of the wellbore, pressure drop during pumpout is less than when the probe faces to top of the wellbore. This enables the side facing probe to pump faster, which further reduces the pumpout time.

**PROBE BEHAVIOR FOR DIFFERENT ROCK TYPES**

Fig. 12 shows the behavior of the probe in four types of rocks. From the pressure drop point of view, the oval probe and oval focused probe impose a lower pressure drop than the single probe and focused sampling probe during fluid pumpout.

The radius of mud-filtrate invasion changes with the rock type. Although the mud has constant properties, the rock type affects the volume of mud invasion. This is demonstrated by the behavior of the probes in the four rock types used. The pump performance curve, described earlier, determines the flow rate of the pumpout test in each rock type. It also yields the pressure drop of each probe in various reservoirs. Simulation for rock type 1 shows that the single probe cannot achieve 5% contamination. As the permeability and porosity of rocks increase, the probes can achieve a faster cleanup time than in poorer quality rocks.

**PROBE BEHAVIOR IN OBM**

The same numerical method is used to simulate the case of OBM invading an oil-bearing formation, which results in miscible contamination. The reservoir model changes from black-oil simulator to a compositional Equation-Of-State (EOS) simulator. In this study, in-situ reservoir fluid and OBM filtrate is tracked using Peng-Robinson’s EOS, (Peng and Robinson, 1978). Fluid viscosities are calculated using Lohrenz-Bray-Clark’s (LBC) correlation, (Lohrenz et al., 1964), and fluid phase densities are obtained from the EOS.
Table 6 and Table 7 demonstrate the in-situ oil and OBM properties, and the mole fraction of their components. OBM is heavy, dead oil, and in-situ oil is light oil with a significant amount of soluble gas. OBM filtrate invades the formation with the same volume of filtrate loss as that of WBM. However, because of capillary pressure, WBM has a smoother radial front than OBM. Fig. 14 shows the differences in the contamination front with water and OBM invasion at increasing radial distances from the wellbore.

For the base-case model, rock type 3, with irreducible water saturation, it takes longer for OBM to clean up and reach 10% of contamination than with WBM, however, OBM contamination cleans up faster than WBM at the beginning of the pumpout test. As shown in Fig. 13, OBM reaches 80% contamination faster than WBM.

Because WBM and OBM have the same viscosity, which is higher than the in-situ reservoir oil, both create an invaded zone with a lower mobility than the uncontaminated regions. However, WBM invasion is immiscible, which results in a much lower invaded zone mobility than with OBM. For WBM, the contaminated region is governed by immiscible mixing, which further reduces mobility in the contaminated region as a result of relative permeability effects.

During pumpout, a channel forms to funnel the in-situ oil to the probe. Because of the lower viscosity of native oil, the channel has a lower mobility than the invaded region. With WBM, the formation of this channel is slower because of the reduced mobility of the invaded region, as compared to the OBM. Therefore, after the start of the pumpout test, in the case of OBM, probes withdraw contamination and create a channel more quickly than with WBM.
However, as pumpout continues, a more focused channel is formed because the lower mobility WBM invasion region acts as a guard to the oil that has penetrated a path to the probe. This path or channel has a higher mobility because of the reduced contamination (i.e., lower water saturation) than the surrounding WBM invaded region. In the OBM case, the channel formed also has a lower mobility than the surrounding invaded region, but the contrast is much lower. Consequently, OBM filtrate is more mobile and mixes more freely with the oil in the flow channel path to the probe, thereby resulting in a slower cleanup time for the WBM case. This conclusion is best shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 15, which compare the pumpout time for the single probe and the oval probe using the base case WBM and OBM models. Both simulation results assume the same radius of mud-filtrate invasion shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14: Simulated radial distributions of water saturation and oil density for the cases of invasion with (a) WBM, and (b) OBM for the base-case model. OBM is miscible with in-situ oil, and nearly exhibits a shock radial concentration front. WBM is immiscible and, because of capillary pressure, exhibits a smoother radial saturation front than the case of OBM-filtrate invasion.

However, as pumpout continues, a more focused channel is formed because the lower mobility WBM invasion region acts as a guard to the oil that has penetrated a path to the probe. This path or channel has a higher mobility because of the reduced contamination (i.e., lower water saturation) than the surrounding WBM invaded region. In the OBM case, the channel formed also has a lower mobility than the surrounding invaded region, but the contrast is much lower. Consequently, OBM filtrate is more mobile and mixes more freely with the oil in the flow channel path to the probe, thereby resulting in a slower cleanup time for the WBM case. This conclusion is best shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 15, which compare the pumpout time for the single probe and the oval probe using the base case WBM and OBM models. Both simulation results assume the same radius of mud-filtrate invasion shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 15: Invasion time vs. pumpout time necessary to reach 10% of contamination. For the single probe at short invasion times, there are no significant differences between fluid cleanup times for WBM and OBM contamination. However, at long invasion times (wireline formation tester), significant differences arise between WBM and OBM contamination for the single probe. The oval probe achieves a faster cleanup time than the single probe; OBM cleans up more slowly than WBM in this case. Results also show that the probes reach 10% contamination faster in the case of WBM than in the case of OBM.

Fig. 16 illustrates this invaded flow channel pattern by showing the concentration contrast in the flow channel at the beginning and end of a pumpout test. The region surrounding the channel behaves as a non-ideal insulator, and this insulator performs better with WBM than with OBM. The end result is lower contamination leaks into the channel with WBM than OBM and ultimately shorter sampling times with WBM.
OBM CONTAMINATION FUNCTIONS

Estimating the contamination with a miscible mud filtrate poses some difficulties because the filtrate and in-situ oil (or water) can have similar properties. There are currently several methods of estimating contamination used to evaluate the pumpout time for OBM. These contamination functions are based on volumetric measurements of contamination, such as gas-oil ratio (GOR), or molar based measurements, including fluid density and viscosity.

Because GOR is normally measured at the surface, a downhole measurement of GOR would not be a direct measurement and would be subject to correlation errors. The correlation errors can result in discrepancies in the GOR downhole estimate when compared with the surface measurement. Downhole GOR can also be misleading if gas is produced while sampling because the sampling vessel may not retain both phases effectively. Also, GOR is not directly related to the volume fraction of the contamination.

Austad and Isom (2001) introduced the GOR-based contamination function given by

\[
\text{GOR}_{\text{downhole}} = \frac{\text{GOR}_{\text{surface}}}{\text{Correction Factor}}
\]

Fig. 16: Comparison of the spatial distribution of WBM and OBM filtrate contamination. The color bar describes the amount of oil concentration. At beginning of the pumpout, higher concentrations of oil enter the probe for the OBM case for WBM. However, at the end of the pumpout, the WBM exhibits higher contamination than OBM at the probe inlet. Therefore, testers operating in the presence of WBM should obtain a clean fluid sample faster than for the OBM case.
\[ C(t) = 1 - \frac{1}{\rho_m \left\{ \frac{GOR}{\rho_o} - 1 \right\} + 1}, \]  
where \( C(t) \) is contamination as a function of sampling time, \( t \) is time, \( \rho_m \) is mud density, \( \rho_o \) is in-situ oil density, \( GOR_o \) is uncontaminated formation \( GOR \), and \( GOR(t) \) is measured GOR.

The corresponding contamination function based on density is given by

\[ C(t) = \frac{\rho(t) - \rho_o}{\rho_m - \rho_o}, \]  
where \( \rho(t) \) is measured density, \( \rho_o \) is formation oil density, and \( \rho_m \) is mud density.

For the case of viscosity, the contamination function is given by

\[ C(t) = \frac{\mu(t) - \mu_o}{\mu_m - \mu_o}, \]  
where \( \mu(t) \) is measured viscosity, \( \mu_o \) is formation oil viscosity, and \( \mu_m \) is mud viscosity. This contamination function assumes that viscosity mixing is linear. However, this function can be modified for non-linear mixing rules, such as Todd and Longstaff's (1972) or the Modified Arrhenius model (Lederer, 1933).

As shown in Fig. 17, the GOR contamination estimate always indicates a higher level of contamination than molar-based contamination functions. The density function should be the most accurate because density mixes linearly and the exact densities in the simulations are known \textit{a priori}. However, in practice, when the filtrate and formation fluid densities are similar, the accuracy decreases.

Based on the density contamination function, the cleanup time is calculated for OBM in the base-case model and for the four types of probes shown in Fig. 18. For the cases of the focused sampling probe, and the oval focused probe results have the same behavior as that of the single and oval probe respectively, because the shapes of these probes are similar to the each other (i.e., the single and focused sampling probes are circular, and the oval and oval focused probes are elongated). For the case of the single probe, the difference in cleanup time between OBM and WBM becomes significant when invasion times are large, which occurs with wireline formation-testers. For the oval probe, a difference exists between cleanup time for small and large invasion times. As indicated in Fig. 18, the oval probe cleans up faster than the single probe in OBM and WBM cases. For the single probe and focused sampling probe, there is little difference between cleanup times for OBM and WBM when the invasion times are short (i.e., 1 to 2 hours).

As Fig. 18 shows for low invasion times, the oval type probes clean up faster in WBM. In the OBM base case, the single probe requires significantly longer cleanup times than the remaining probes.

**DISCUSSION**

A notable improvement with respect to previous related studies is the explicit consideration of dynamic mud-filtrate invasion during fluid pumpout. This was a feature of the simulations because one of the primary goals was to compare wireline testers to while-drilling testers. This study shows that formation testers can secure clean fluid samples soon after drilling much faster than wireline testers in the same conditions. Each probe investigated has its own performance curve and, by considering the available pump and sampling constraints (i.e., saturation pressure), the appropriate probe for a specific rock type can be chosen. Changes in the mobility near the probe are considered because the near wellbore mobility changes affect the pressure drop and are important considerations to pumpout control. The density contamination function is based on a molar-based measurement of contamination, and provides an improved estimate of contamination over the GOR contamination estimates. Although the GOR method is considered to be a volume-based estimate, this method gives a consistently higher contamination
level, compared to the value that can be determined directly from the simulations.

1. While-drilling formation-testers typically have shorter pumpout times than wireline formation testers, even when considering more active invasion while sampling.
2. Based on simulations of different probe designs in a variety of reservoir conditions, the oval focused probe retrieves the cleanest fluid sample in the shortest time, followed by the standard focused probe, the oval probe, and, finally, by the single probe.
3. The largest pressure drop during fluid pumpout corresponds to the single probe, followed by the oval probe, focused sampling probe, and, finally, the oval focused probe.
4. Pumpout cleanup time increases with wellbore deviation angle, regardless of probe type. The effect of wellbore deviation on increasing the cleanup time is the largest for the single probe, followed by the oval probe, focused sampling probe, and the oval focused probe.
5. The pressure drop during pumpout increases with wellbore deviation angle. This behavior may lead to abnormal two-phase flow in the near-borehole region.
6. At irreducible water-saturation conditions and for the same invasion radius, cleanup times are faster for WBM-filtrate invasion than OBM-filtrate invasion.
7. Molar-based contamination functions are more reliable and accurate than volumetric functions, such as GOR, to measure the time evolution of the fluid cleanup.
8. Because of formation anisotropy, capillary pressure, fluid density contrast, and wellbore deviation angle, it is recommended that probes face the upper side of the wellbore when operating in a horizontal well to achieve the shortest fluid cleanup time and to operate at the lowest possible pressure drop during pumpout.
9. Fluid pumpout time increases with decreasing quality of the petrophysical properties (i.e., lower permeability, lower porosity, and higher capillary pressure). For the simulation cases considered, the oval focused or focused sampling probes consistently achieved the fastest cleanup times.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The following conclusions stem from the numerical simulations and interpretation studies considered in this paper:

**Fig. 18:** Efficiency of various probe-type formation-testers in the presence of (a) WBM-filtrate invasion, and (b) OBM-filtrate invasion (OFP = oval focused probe, FP = focused probe, OP = oval probe, SP = single probe). In the case of WBM-filtrate invasion, probes secure a clean fluid sample faster than in the case of OBM-filtrate invasion. Simulations were performed for the base-case model, assuming a reservoir at irreducible water saturation.

When comparing the OBM and WBM simulations, the OBM models clean up faster than WBM at the early time of the pumpout test. However, for testers to acquire low level contamination samples (i.e., less than 10%), a WBM system is normally faster than OBM, regardless of the probe design (see Fig. 18).

**NOMENCLATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C(t)$</td>
<td>Contamination by time variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta P$</td>
<td>Pressure drop across the mudcake, [psi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{mc}(t)$</td>
<td>Mudcake thickness, [in]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{mc}$</td>
<td>Mudcake permeability, [mD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q(t)$</td>
<td>Mud invasion flow rate, [cm$^3$/sec/cm$^2$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_m$</td>
<td>Mud density, [lb/ft$^3$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_o$</td>
<td>In-situ oil density, [lb/ft$^3$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_m$</td>
<td>Mud viscosity, [cp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_o$</td>
<td>Formation oil viscosity, [cp]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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